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Quick takes: The Senate
GOP’s proposed health care
plan
John McDonough breaks down
what the Senate's plan to repeal
Obamacare could mean for
Americans’ health care in the
future; Atul Gawande, writing in
the New Yorker, outlines how the
plan will harm the nation's health.

 
Insurance expansion
improves access to care,
health, and survival
A new analysis of a decade's
worth of research shows how
insurance coverage helps people
live longer, healthier lives.

 
It takes a community
A large-scale effort to reduce
childhood obesity in two low-
income Massachusetts
communities showed promising
results.

Around the School

Q&A: Why it’s best to swap
out saturated fats for

June 29, 2017

Event Highlights
Kresge Atrium Proposal:
Community Review
June 29

 12:30-1:20 PM
 Kresge G2

 
Scoopfest
July 19

 2:30 PM 
 Kresge Cafeteria

Event calendar >

Listen: Health and safety
in the dry cleaning
industry

In our latest podcast: Why the dry
cleaning industry faces
challenges as it searches for less
toxic cleaning solvents.

Facebook Live: Healthy
tips for your summer
cookout

Tired of grilling up the same old
burgers and hot dogs at your July
4th cookout? Looking for some
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healthier fats
In a new advisory, the American
Heart Association concluded
strongly that replacing saturated
fats with unsaturated fats will
lower the incidence of heart
disease.

The business of social
change
Teresa Chahine, SD ’10, is a
pioneer in the growing field of
social entrepreneurship, a hybrid
of startup culture and charity work
that applies business solutions to
social problems.

healthy alternatives? Tune into
our Facebook page on Friday,
June 30, at 3:00 PM ET to get
expert tips for delicious and
healthy meal ideas.

In the news
Benefits of biking to work appear
to outweight risks

Heverton Dutra named Pew Latin
America fellow

Stop the suppression of gun
research
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